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Page No. Corrections Corrected texts
Line No.

Page 1 “forstall” should be changed to “forestal” ...efforts to forestal increasing social...
Abstract, line 3

Page 1 “heterogenous” should be changed to “heterogeneous” ...increasingly heterogenous communities,...

Abstract, line 11

Page 2 Insert “to” in between “influential” and “consolidating” ...were influential to consolidating the...

From the bottom of last paragraph of the
second column, line 5

Page 6 Delete “of” ...and notably why a...

From the bottom of first column, line 3

Page 6 Remove extra space in the word “long- term” ...often long-term residents,...

From the bottom of second column, line 14

Page 7 Insert “of” in between “relevance” and “proper” ... relevance of proper...

From the top of second column, line 7

Page 8 Delete “is” ...through reducing...

Third paragraph of the first column, line 4

Page 8 Delete “throughout” ...from the spring-summer-fall...

Third paragraph of the first column, line 8

Page 8
First block quote of the second column, line 7

“(Pers. Comm. US1, 2017)” should be
corrected to “(Barton field notes 2017)”

... in there (Barton field notes 2017).

Page 9 Remove extra line in between lines 2–3 ...But there were shortcomings...

From the top of the first column, lines 2–3

Page 10
From the top of the first column, line 9

Change semi colon to full stop after
“ownership” and capitalize “some”

... ownerships. Some have...

Page 10 Remove “s” from the word “questions” ...question as to...

Second paragraph of the first column, line 8

Page 10 Remove “,” after the word “potential” ...of the potential of...

Second paragraph of the first column, line 14

Page 10 Delete extra space before full stop ...20 rule).

Third paragraph of the first column, line 4

Page 11 The year of publication should be corrected to 2018 Haller and Merten (2018). Crafting our...

Reference Haller and Merten 2017
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